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Jetico and IRMAT Pharmacy:
Achieving URAC’s HIPAA Security Accreditation
THE CHALLENGE

Since 1972, IRMAT has been the preferred prescription partner for doctors in New York
City and surrounding areas. Their pursuit of URAC accreditation with recently tightened
standards for PHI meant encryption for HIPAA compliance became an urgent priority.
•
•
•
•

Needed HIPAA compliance for URAC accreditation
Over 5000 records of protected health information (PHI)
Lacked encryption on computers and laptops
Time pressure to meet requirements within 2 months

Frustrated by these demands with limited time, IRMAT Pharmacy COO, Christopher
O’Keefe set out to find a solution — and fast. “We could not risk the lack of something
as basic as encryption costing us time and money,” says O’Keefe. With more data
breaches plaguing the industry due to unencrypted computers, he knew the need for
disk encryption software went beyond HIPAA mandates: “We couldn’t accept the idea of
letting our clients down by not adequately protecting their PHI,” says O’Keefe.

Profile: For 30 years, Irmat has been the
preferred prescription partner for the most
discerning patients and doctors looking for
personable and speedy service.
Industry: Healthcare
Employees: 150

THE SE ARCH

IRMAT evaluated Jetico’s BestCrypt Volume Encryption among native and third-party
alternatives. IRMAT required a HIPAA compliant solution that was easy and light for a
fast deployment. Impressed by BestCrypt’s central management tool and footprint 5
times lighter than similar solutions, IRMAT ultimately pitted Jetico’s BestCrypt against
BitLocker, Windows’ native OS encryption.

Website: www.irmatpharmacy.com
Need for Encryption: HIPAA Compliance and
URAC Accreditation

THE SOLUTION

After a thorough evaluation, BestCrypt was the solution of choice for all of IRMAT
Pharmacy’s computers. In the final review against BitLocker, the clincher was BestCrypt’s
best-in-class deployment speed. IRMAT IT Manager, Joey Morano explains: “While we
happily rely on Microsoft for many tools and applications, for encryption we needed
something faster and more reliable; manually deploying BitLocker on all our laptops
would have required far more time and resources. BestCrypt’s management console was
so handy, I had encryption up and running within the first hour of receiving the software.”

“

With a relatively small price tag and a
fast deployment, BestCrypt is an absolute
necessity for mitigating the risks and costs
of potential data breaches.
C h r i s t o p h e r O ’ K e e f e , C O O , I R M AT P h a r m a c y

“

BestCrypt’s management console was so
handy, I had encryption up and running
within the first hour of receiving the
software.
J o e y M o r a n o , I T M a n a g e r , I R M AT P h a r m a c y

Guided by Jetico’s technical support team, IRMAT enjoyed a smooth, painless deployment.
“Deploying any new software across your entire environment is typically very frustrating.
But our experience with BestCrypt was instead quite pleasant and successful thanks to
the guidance and troubleshooting that Jetico’s amazing team provided us every step of
the way,” states Morano. But his favorite BestCrypt feature? Central management controls
for key management and password recovery, which allow IRMAT’s compliance team to
access laptops or recover passwords in case of emergency.
Today, IRMAT is saving more than just time and money with BestCrypt; they’re also saving
their customers’ PHI from potential threats, as well as their own risk of a disastrous HIPAA
audit, while preserving IRMAT’s reputation as responsible stewards of personal data.
O’Keefe concludes: “With a relatively small price tag and a fast deployment, BestCrypt is
an absolute necessity for mitigating the risks and costs of potential data breaches.”

Why BestCrypt Volume Encryption?
• HIPAA Compliance and URAC Accreditation
• Disk Encryption of Computers and Laptops
• Light Footprint — 5 times lighter than alternatives
• Quick Deployment — Up and running in 1 hour
• Easy Central Management for Deployment,
Key Management & Password Recovery
• Responsive Technical Support

Data Protection Pure & Simple
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About BestCrypt Volume Encryption
– Enterprise Edition
Powerful yet easy to use, BestCrypt Volume Encryption – Enterprise Edition provides
an ideal solution for any HIPAA-covered entities that need to prevent unintended data
breaches and maintain compliance with ever-increasing standards.
The reliable central management tool enables a single person (Administrator) to control
all client software on remote computers, while maintaining normal user behavior and
productivity as much as possible.
To keep your company compliant with ease, Jetico’s enterprise-class software centralizes:
• Deployment and monitoring
• Management of disk encryption processes and policy distribution
• Database backup and password recovery to rapidly restore encrypted client data

KNOW YOUR THRE ATS :
PHYSIC AL vs . VIRTUAL
Disk encryption used on its own leaves vulnerabilities for sensitive data to be recovered.
With pre-boot authentication, BestCrypt Volume Encryption saveguards data
while your computer is turned off. But while in use, you are at risk to virtual threats.
Protect your active data...

BestCrypt Container Encryption
• Protects your sensitive files and folders on an active computer,
shared workstation, or network storage — even the cloud
• Provides reliable encryption for selected files on fixed drives or
removable storage media in order to prevent data leaks
• Available for Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and Android (beta)

About Jetico
Jetico provides pure and simple data protection
software for national security, compliance
and personal privacy. Powerful yet easy to
use, BCWipe and BestCrypt are engineered
for a wide range of users from experts at large
organizations to people at home.
Our Company:
• Trusted for over 10 years by the U.S.
Department of Defense and all top-10
defense contractors
• Focused expertise with highly responsive
agility, both technically and commercially
• Over 1 million users in over 100 countries
• Over 20 years of experience
Our Mission and Vision:
We are the best solution to protect data at
rest. Beyond unbreakable data protection,
the best security works the way you do –
naturally and transparently.

BCWipe
• Securely erases selected files and folders, including data
remanence, beyond forensic recovery on active computers
• Features DoD and military-grade wiping schemes
• Available for Windows, Mac OS X and UNIX

Contact Jetico Enterprise Sales

Thank you for your feedback!

Europe Tel. +358.92.517.3030

We would like to thank everyone who has
provided us with comments and suggestions
for software enhancements and additions over
the years. Many of your suggestions have been
incorporated into our software. Without you, our
products would not be what they are.

U.S. Tel. +1.202.742.2901
enterprise_sales@jetico.com
Visit us anytime at www.jetico.com
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